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WHO ARE WE?  Would you write a few lines about yourself for this year’s newsletters? 

Remember a couple of years back when we had a section on our favourite choreographers 
and highlighted a little about their lives and LD history?  Following Marie Roberts’ article last 
issue, I thought ‘what a great idea for rest of us.’   (Well, not me, you know all about me!)

Would you  write a few lines for us?  There’s no shortage of things to write about. Where were you 
born or raised?  Siblings?  Pets?  Where did you learn to dance?   Who was your instructor? Hobbies?   
Historic events and/or famous people you’ve met. It can be a couple of lines or a full page. 

SO, who will feature in Jul / Aug edition?   Don’t be shy.  We could have more than one person if you 
want to ask a friend to write as well.     Kenneth has started the ball rolling for this edition on page 3.

Remember that our newsletter is posted online.  If you want to use your first name only and day you go 
to class, that’s ok too.   The content of our newsletter has changed since the internet.  I would now 
never mention a name without first checking with that person.  This is why you don’t read personal 
snippets.   Pre-internet we’d ‘dob in a mate’ and write about who’d been where and why, within reason.  
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Time change:  all classes are now the same timeslot, 11am - 1pm so it’s easier to re-
member if you go to more than one class.  

It’s also about maximising what dance time we have so that everyone can stay on the 
floor.  In the 1st hour, we now have more split floors with newer ’harder’ dances, eg Elvira / 

Cold Heart.     You can’t just split anything to anything.   To split, we need to match the pace of the mu-
sic (bpm) as close as possible, and of course timing is important.    We need to take tags/restarts into 
account and sometimes add a tag / restart so that both dances are in sync.  Often these will be the 
same in both, eg Rub It In/Over the Rainbow Swing.    

Thank you for helping with the split floor scenario.   Many of you know both dances and choose to help 
beginners rather than dance at your own level.  You are such good friends and I’m so proud to know 
you all.  Thank you for your friendship.

Hi, and welcome!   How did we suddenly get this far into the year?  
Easter and Anzac Day are behind us and mothers’ day not too far off.  

Our next social is Sat 11 June at Tele Pt and is our annual Country & Western theme.  It’s the 2nd 
week of the month as Grafton is on 3rd weekend.  We are invited to Kempsey’s social on 28 May.  
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Classes have changed since Covid!  It stands to reason that the number of 
new dances taught will be fewer while we’re currently learning or revising 
Golden Oldies.  Golden Oldies are dances which have stood the test of time 
and are over 10 years old;  even 25+.  For some, they are ’new’ dances.   

The ’More Golden Oldies’ trend is popular world wide as linedancers deal 
with being away from classes for weeks/months at a time.  Choreographers 
have used the Covid down-time to write more dances!  There is still a bar-
rage of new dances hitting the market.  I’ll continue to review these and 
hopefully choose ones that you like, with quality rather than quantity being 
the aim.   
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GOLDEN OLDIES retaught Mar / Apr

1. I REMEMBER.. Tracie Lee Murray
2. EVERGREEN.. Karen Hunn
3. AMANDA..  Barbara Mundell & Christine Gardner
4. OH SUZANNAH.. Bill Larson & Chris Watson
5. GRANDMA’S FEATHER BED.. Lorraine Deering
6. WEST TEXAS WALTZ.. Terry Hogan
7. BOSA NOVA.. Phil Dennington
8. SILK & SATIN.. Evelyn Khinoo
9. I WALK THE LINE.. Ree Paterson

MONDAY
Kendall hall .. (19 Comboyne St)  

1. Beginners     11 - 12 noon
2. Intermediate  12 - 1 pm

Note there’s NO class on 3rd Mon of each month.

TUESDAY 
Port Macquarie Rotary Hall .. (198 Hastings River Dr)

1. Beginners 11 - 12
2. Intermediate  12– 1 pm  

Have a look at  our YOUTUBE channel.  In You-Tube, search Diamonds ‘n Denim Linedancers.   
To open, find and click on my profile photo 
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Still $10 pp with free tea/coffee break between levels.

MAY
Patricia S 18
Chris P 18
Robyn H 24

JUN   
Carol B 2
June  F 9
Stan L 19

Oh come on.. Surely  we 
have more than this!

Not yet on 
our  

birthday list? 

Just write your birth day 
and month (no year) be-

side your name when 
signing in. 

INTERMEDIATE new dances Mar / Apr

1. LOVE GROWS.. Maddison Glover, Aus
2. HOUSE ON FIRE.. Ria Vos, NL
3. TEXAS ECHO.. Rob Fowler, Spain

Happy 
Birthday 

BEGINNERS continue learning dances from their 2022 CD as 
well as ‘split floor’  dances.  Split floors include:

RUB IT IN / TOOT TOOT
CRUISIN’  EASY / CRUISIN’ 
EASY JAMBALAYA  / JAMBALAYA
ELVIRA / COLD HEART or  REDHEAD
NO I DON’T (YES I DO) / REBEL HEART
LITTLE ROSIE AB / LITTLE MISS ROSIE
LITTLE RUMBA / LIKE SHE’S NOT YOURS
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Thank you Kenneth & Linda.. A hard act to follow.  Watch this space next issue.    (Ed)
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SAT 11 JUN Social at Tele Pt 11–2pm.  C&W 
theme. 

FRI & SAT 22/23 JULY  Sawtell workshop with 
Wayne Beazley hosted by Holiday Coast Bootscoot-
ers.  Socials both nights.   I’m going.

FRI & SAT 19/20 AUG Forster workshop and socials with 
Gordon Elliott hosted by Mid North Coast Bootscooters. 


